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20 years ago, bridge writer Mike Lawrence published a series of short pamphlets for intermediate

players with advice on various aspects of bidding and card play. Long unavailable, this material has

now been revised, updated, and republished in three anthology volumes, each comprising about 10

of the original booklets. Mike Lawrence is acknowledged as one of the two or three best writers in

the world for intermediate players, and there will be a ready audience for this series in its new

format. The second volume in a three-volume series, 'Mike Lawrence Bridge Tips', based on bridge

tips for intermediate players first published twenty years ago. All the material has been completely

revised and updated.
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Mike Lawrence has Bridge Hall of Fame credentials both as a player and a writer. An original

member of the Dallas Aces, he has won three world titles and eighteen national titles. Several of his

books are widely regarded as classics of the game.

I have read many books by Mike Lawrence and they are all excellent. Recently I purchased and

read his Tips on Card Play and it was outstanding.In fact, it was so good that I decided to buy his

Tips on Competitive Bidding and I am happy to report that it too is outstanding. He covers many

basic situations, and some advanced ones, and gives good advice which will help all beginning and

intermediate players, as well as even many advanced players.



The author is a great bridge player and a great writer. Lots of extremely, and often surprising, great

tips.

Easy to read and understand. Would recommend

really good quality product

Well organized. Well written. Easy to understand.

Excellent book. Clear, informative and just what I needed.

Excellent for novices. Thank you.

Competitive bidding is tricky, especially for intermediates (like me) and this is the audience that this

book is aimed at. If you have just started playing, this book will be beyond you for a while. If you are

an expert with a dedicated and established partnership (or two or three) then you might still learn

something, but you're not the main audience. There's a vast majority of duplicate players who are in

neither of these groups.Mike Lawrence doesn't tell funny stories (Iike, say, Marty Bergen), he

doesn't tell jokes (like Eddie Kantar) he doesn't have the writing style of, say, Terrence Reese. But

he's got the same bridge expertise as all of those writers and he provides lots and lots and lots of

advice for the money.
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